Rules for using the laundry room
1. Laundry facilities are available day and night.
1.1. The laundry room is self-service.
1.2. When doing laundry, the resident uses their own washing products.
1.3. Laundry rooms are not intended for storing laundry.
1.4. Each laundry room has free access to:
✓ Two washing machines
✓ Two drying machines
✓ Ironing board
✓ Iron
✓ Baskets for temporary storage of laundry
2. Washing machines can only be used after reading the quick start guide (see
Appendix No. 1).
2.1. It is necessary to monitor the laundry cycle and take it out of the laundry
room on time.
2.2. When unloading the laundry of the previous user from the drum of the
machine, carefully fold the laundry into the container and put it on the rack
in the appropriate cell.
2.3. Leave the washing machine hatches open after washing.
2.4. If the washing machine does not turn on or does not collect water, please
contact the complex administration by phone +7 967 462 82 39.
3. The use of drying machines is only possible after reading the quick start guide
(see Appendix № 2).
3.1. It is not allowed to dry dirty laundry in the dryer.
3.2. After using the dryer, clean the lint filter and drain the water from the
condensate container, according to the rules for the care of the dryer (see
Appendix № 3).
4. You can only use the iron after reading the quick start guide (see Appendix № 4).
5. The administration is not responsible for the safety and integrity of the products
of the resident after using the washing / drying machines. And also does not bear
responsibility for the things left in the laundry room.
6. Residents have the right to use the inventory located in the laundry room. In
accordance with paragraph 6.7 of the rules of residence, the administration has
the right to charge a fee of 300 rubles for each item for taking out material
valuables, including an iron, a laundry basket, a brush, a dustpan, etc.

Quick Start Guide
for using the washing machine
Open the door of the washing machine and load the
items intended for washing.
Take everything out of your pockets. Coins, nails and
similar items can cause damage to the machine and
fabrics. Fasten the zippers. Things that require careful
handling, turn inside out. Place items with a wire frame in
a laundry net.

Turn on the main power switch.

Fill or pour the detergent directly into the drum, at the
same time as the laundry.

Select the program and the required options.
To select a program, turn the program selector. The
selected program is shown on the display. The available
options depend on the selected program. If an option is
available for the selected program, the symbols will light
up when the button is clicked.
Close the washing machine door and press the START
button.
Make sure that the washing machine door does not clamp
the object. In this case, there is a leak!

Quick Start Guide
how to use the drying machine
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1. Turn on the main power switch (pic.1, p.1).
2. Open the door, load the things, then close the door.
3. Select a program using the program selector (pic.1, p.2), watching the display
screen (pic.1, p.3):
➢ Extra drying. This program is designed for things that are difficult to dry, for
example, jeans with very thick seams.
➢ Normal drying and Delicate drying. In these programs the heating is turned off
immediately after drying the loaded items. In the Normal Drying program the
heating is turned off slightly later than in the Delicate Drying program. These
programs should be used if you want things to be completely dry.
➢ Drying “under the iron". This program provides turning off the heating as soon
as the loaded items reach a degree of humidity sufficient for ironing with an
iron.
4. Press the "START" button (pic.1, p. 4).
5. The dryer can be stopped after starting the program by opening the door. Add the
laundry or remove the required items, close the door and press the "START"
button (pic.1, p.4).
6. After drying is finished, turn off the main power switch
(pic.1, p.1).
7. When the drying program is completed, the display shows "completed".

Rules for the care of the dryer
Pic. 2.

Cleaning the lint filter.
If the display (pic.2, p.3) shows the inscription: "Clear the filter", the machine cannot be
started.
1. Grasp the lower part of the filter handle and pull it towards you (pic. 2, p.5).
2. Clean the filter and manually remove the lint from all sides.
Condensate drain.
The condensate drain container is located in the upper-left corner of the machine (pic. 2,
p. 2). The condensate must be drained after each loading.
1. Remove the container, pour out the water and put the container back in place.
2. If the container is excessively filled with condensate, the program is interrupted and
the display shows the inscription: "OVERFLOW".
3. To restart the program, clear the container and press the "START" button (pic1, p 4).

Instructions for using the iron
1. Check if you can iron your clothes. Look at the label, as there are most often
instructions for the care of clothing. If you didn't find this information there, look at
what the thing is made of.
2. Prepare for ironing. Use an ironing board.
3. Pour water into the iron tank. Use filtered water to avoid clogging the steam holes of
the iron.
4. Set the appropriate temperature of the iron and let it warm up.
5. Place the item on the ironing board. Start ironing.
6. Attention: do not leave the iron in one place to avoid the product sticking to the sole
of the iron.
7. Keep the iron in an upright position to avoid fires.
8. Make sure that the cord is positioned freely.
9. Unplug the iron from the outlet after the ironing process is complete to avoid a fire.
10. To remove burn marks from the sole of the iron, use a special pencil. To do this,
turn on the iron and set the average heating power. By drawing a pencil on the iron's
smooth surface, clean it from dirt. Remove any pencil residue with a clean linen or
cotton cloth.

